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DETERMINATION OF VERTICAL DYNAMICS FOR A STANDARD UKRAINIAN 
BOXCAR WITH Y25 BOGIES

Purpose. To determine the basic dynamic characteristics of a standard Ukrainian boxcar with the Y25 bogie by means of the 
mathematic modelling of dynamic loads in the vertical plane and to compare them with the dynamic characteristics obtained for a 
boxcar with the 18–100 bogie. It can be used for substantiation of application of the Y25 bogie as more promising, which can im
prove the operational efficiency of rail transportation and foster integration of the Ukrainian transport system into the European 
transportation complex.

Methodology. The authors used the mathematical modelling of a boxcar with the Y25 bogie. The research was made in the 
vertical plane. It was taken into account that an empty car passed over a joint irregularity. The research was made for an 11–
217 boxcar as a predominant type to be used. The authors studied the motion of a car on the 18–100 and Y25 bogies. The basic 
dynamic characteristics were determined for a boxcar with the nominal (design) dimensions of the carrying elements and a boxcar 
with the actual dimensions (after a long service life) on the basis of the field tests. The differential equations were solved by 
the Runge–Kutta method in MathCad software suite. The initial displacements and the speeds were taken equal to zero. The fol
lowing dynamic characteristics of a boxcar were obtained: acceleration of the body in the center of mass, acceleration of the body 
in the areas of support on the bogies, forces in the spring suspension of the bogie, and dynamic coefficients of the bogies.

Findings. The theoretical research showed that the basic dynamic characteristics of a boxcar with the nominal dimensions were 
improved by 38–51 % in comparison to a similar one with the 18–100 bogie, and for a boxcar with the actual dimensions the dy
namic characteristics were improved by 43–50 %.

Originality. The authors substantiated the application of the Y25 bogie for a standard Ukrainian boxcar with the nominal and 
actual dimensions of the carrying elements by means of the mathematical modelling of the dynamic loads in the vertical plane.

Practical value. Due to lower dynamic loads on the carrying structures of freight cars with the Y25 bogie, it is possible to im
prove the dynamic characteristics of the structures under the operational modes, to increase the fatigue strength and the opera
tional resource, to decrease the total repair and maintenance costs, to ensure better security and reliability of freight transportation 
through lower loads on both carrying structures and lashing devices, to increase the speed of freight delivery thanks to better dy
namic characteristics of cars, to improve the traffic security, and so on.
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Introduction. In accordance with the UkraineEuropean 
Union Association Agreement (Chapter 7 “Transport”, Arti
cle 367) the parties to the agreement shall “… promote effi
cient, safe and secure transport operations …” and “… con
tribute to the development of sustainable transport systems.” It 
emphasizes the need for scientific research and development 
aimed at seeking solutions to the tasks formulated.

And one of possible variants to solve these tasks is imple
mentation of freight cars with bogies of improved technical 
characteristics. It will enhance not only the operational char
acteristics of a car, but the strength characteristics due to de
creased dynamic loads. It can be achieved by application of 
European Y25 bogies as an alternative for 18–100 bogies.

It should also be noted that this solution is especially fea
sible for the transport means with the depleted working re
source. It will improve the efficiency of transportation for the 
existing rail vehicles.

Literature review. The peculiarities of determination of the 
dynamic loads on the carrying structure of a car are studied in 
[1]. The authors considered application of different types of 
bogies for rail cars. However, they do not study an impact of 
the technical characteristics of these bogies on the fatigue 
strength of the carrying elements of rail cars and their opera
tional resource.

The dynamics and optimization of a modern doubleaxle 
bogie are studied in [2]. A special feature of this bogie is its 
structure of two pieces connected by the diagonal rods.

But these studies do not present any research into the dy
namics of cars with the actual dimensions of carrying elements 
on the bogies under considerations.

Study [3] is devoted to how the stiffening and damping 
components of the basic and additional suspensions affect the 
dynamic characteristics of a high speed train. The analysis was 

made for a rail car with the symmetrical and asymmetrical sus
pension configurations.

However, the authors did not study how the dynamic loads 
on the carrying structure of a car can be decreased.

The structural features of new generation bogies are ana
lyzed in [4]. The authors described the main advantages and 
disadvantages of the existing bogies. They especially empha
sized the LEILA and SUSTRAIL bogies. But the Y25 bogie 
was only mentioned in the study.

The dynamic characteristics of a bogie moving on the 
curve were studied by means of the bifurcation analysis in [5]. 
The Hopf bifurcation was analyzed for a twoaxle bogie and a 
doubled wheelset under the nonlinear damping forces. It 
should be noted that the authors did not consider how the bo
gie dynamics impacted the loading on the carrying structure of 
a car.

Study [6] presents some measures aimed at a decrease in 
the dynamic loads on the carrying structure of a car by apply
ing spring elements, and study [7] – by applying elements with 
viscous links. However, implementation of bogies with the op
timal technical characteristics to decrease the dynamic loads 
on the carrying structure of a car is not described.

Unsolved aspects of problem. The analysis of the literature 
has proven that it is of primary importance to explore a possi
bility of applying the Y25 bogie for a boxcar with flat center 
plates. This will improve the dynamic characteristics of the 
carrying structures of freight cars under operational modes, 
increase the fatigue strength, operation resource, and decrease 
the repair costs, improve security of freight transportation due 
to decreased loads on the carrying structure of cars and lashing 
devices, increase the freight delivery, improve traffic safety, 
and so on.

Purpose. The objective of the article is determination of 
the basic dynamic characteristics of a typical Ukrainian boxcar 
with European Y25 bogies by means of the mathematic mod
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elling of the dynamic loads in the vertical plane and their com
parison with the dynamic characteristics obtained for the 18–
100 bogie. This will ground the application of the Y25 bogies 
as more promising; it will improve the efficiency of rail trans
portation and foster integration of Ukraine’s transport system 
into the European transportation complex.

Methods. The substantiation of the efficiency of the Y25 
bogie for a boxcar is primarily based on determination of the 
dynamic loads. The following tasks were set in the research:

1. The mathematical modelling of the dynamic loads on 
the carrying structure of a boxcar with the design dimensions 
on the 18–100 and Y25 bogies.

2. The mathematical modelling of the dynamic loads on 
the carrying structure of a boxcar with the actual dimensions 
on the 18–100 and Y25 bogies.

3. The comparative analysis of the modelled dynamic 
loads for a boxcar with different bogie types.

Results. The dynamic characteristics of the basic Ukrai
nian freight cars can be improved on the basis of research into 
a possibility to use the Y25 bogie (Fig. 1).

The bogie has a stampwelded frame. The primary one
stage spring suspension is equipped with a friction wedge os
cillation distinguisher. The bogie frame is rested on the axle
box lugs through the cylindrical springs. The axlebox body is 
placed in the axlebox guide and has vertical travel restrains. 
The bogie is equipped with constant contact bearers.

The basic technical characteristics of the Y25 bogie are 
given in Table 1 [8].

Unlike European Y25 bogies, the bogies manufactured in 
CIS countries have moulded side frames, bolster beam and 
brake shoes with unilateral pressure [9].

The basic dynamic characteristics of the carrying struc
tures of a freight car with the Y25 bogie were determined 
through the mathematical modelling on the basis of the math
ematical model devised by Prof. Yu. V. Diomin and Assoc. 
Prof. G. Yu. Cherniak. The research included the oscillations 
of the carrying structures of a freight car in the vertical plane, 
i. e. the bouncing oscillations, being one of the most predomi
nant oscillation types during operation [10]. The study was 
based on the motion of an empty car as a case of the maximum 
dynamic loading when a car passed over a joint irregularity 
[11]. The track was taken as a viscous elastic component. The 
track responded proportionally to both the deformation and 
the speed of this deformation. The design diagram is presented 
in Fig. 2.

The input parameters of the model were the technical 
characteristics of the carrying structure of a car with the design 
and actual dimensions, the spring suspension of the bogies, 
and the disturbing force (Table 2) [12]. The actual dimensions 
of the carrying structure of a boxcar were determined through 
the field tests.

An 11217 boxcar manufactured by AO Altaivagon (Fig. 3) 
was used for the research as a predominant freight car type in 
Ukraine.

The inertia coefficients of the Y25 bogie were determined 
by means of a spatial model in the Pro/e software complex 
(Fig. 4).

The motion equation for the design model is as follows

Fig. 1. A Y25 bogie

Table 1
The basic technical characteristics of the Y25 bogie

Parameter Dimension Value

Mass ton 4.9 (± 5 %)

Track mm 1435

Bogie base mm 1800

Wheel diameter, (max/min) mm 920/840

Distance between the rail head and the 
center of the pivotal spherical center 
plate at a car weight of 20 tons

mm 790

Cross gaps in the axlebox guides mm 2 × 10

Maximum axle load tons per 
axle

22.5

Speed of a freight car at an axle load of 
22.5 tons per axle

km per 
hour

100

Speed of a freight car at an axle load of 
20.0 tons per axle 

km per 
hour

120

Specific flexibility of spring suspension 
at a load from the axle to the rail up to 
6.63 tons

mm per 
ton

2.45

Specific flexibility of spring suspension 
at a load from the axle to the rail over 
6.63 tons

mm per 
ton

0.93

Fig. 2. The design diagram of a boxcar

Table 2
The input parameters of the mathematical model

Parameter Value

The 18–100 bogie
mass, t
inertia moment, t ⋅ m2

halfbase, m
spring suspension rigidity, kN/m

4.3
3.0

0.925
8000.0

The Y25 bogie
mass, t
inertia moment, t ⋅ m2

halfbase, m
spring suspension rigidity, kN/m

4.85
6.7
0.9

4004.1

Track
damping coefficient, kN ⋅ s/m
rigidity, kN/m
irregularity amplitude, m
irregularity length, m

200
100 000

0.01
25
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where M1, M2 are mass and inertia moment of the carrying 
structure of a car at bouncing and galloping oscillations, re
spectively; M3, M4 are mass and inertia moment of the first 
bogie facing the engine at bounding and galloping oscillations, 
respectively; M5, M6 are mass and inertia moment of the sec
ond bogie facing the engine at bounding and galloping oscilla
tions, respectively; Cij is elasticity characteristic of the oscilla

tion system elements; Bi is scattering function; а is halfbase of 
a bogie; qi is generalized coordinates corresponding to the ad
vancing movement relative to the vertical axle and the angular 
displacements around the vertical axle; ki is spring suspension 
rigidity; βi is damping coefficient; FFR is absolute friction force 
in a spring group.

The masses and the inertia moments of the carrying struc
tures of a boxcar with the design and actual dimensions were 
found through their spatial models built in the SolidWorks 
software [13]. With standard options from the software suite 
[14] it was found that the mass of the carrying structure of a 
boxcar with the nominal dimensions was 15.3 t, the inertial 
moment – 320.8 t ⋅ m2, and of a boxcar with the actual dimen
sions – 12.7 t and 265.6 t ⋅ m2, respectively (Fig. 5).

Differential equations (1–6) were solved in the MathCad 
software [15]. They were reduced to the normal Cochy form 
[16]. After that they were integrated by the RungeKutta 
method [17]. The initial displacements and the speeds were 
taken equal to zero [18]. On the basis of the calculations, the 
authors found the basic dynamic characteristics of the freight 
cars with the nominal and actual dimensions on the 18–100 
and Y25 bogies. The accelerations on the carrying structure of 
a boxcar in the center of mass are given in Fig. 6. Mathematical 
model (1–6) was also used for determination of other dynamic 
characteristics of a boxcar with the nominal dimensions (Ta
ble 3). The calculation was made for a car moving at a speed of 
80 km per hour. The changes in accelerations on the structure 
of a boxcar with the nominal (design) dimensions in the center 
of mass are given in Fig. 6.

The results of the comparative study on the dynamic char
acteristics of a boxcar are given in Fig. 7: I – accelerations on 
the bogie in the center of mass, m/s2, II – accelerations of a 
body in the areas of support on the bogies, III – force in the 
spring suspension of a bogie, kN; IV – dynamic coefficient of 
a bogie.

Fig. 3. An 11-217 boxcar

Fig. 4. The spatial model of a Y25 bogie

a

b

Fig. 5. The model of the carrying structure of a boxcar with the 
actual dimensions:
a – spatial model; b – data on the model
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The dynamic characteristics did not exceed the allowable 
values [19]. Thus, application of the Y25 bogie for a boxcar can 
decrease (improve) the accelerations on the carrying structure 
of a boxcar by about 39 % if compared to the 18–100 bogie. 
The other dynamic characteristics were also improved (Fig. 7). 
And the motion of the car was estimated as excellent [20].

The changes in accelerations on the carrying structure of a 
boxcar with the actual dimensions (after a long service life) in 
the center of mass are given in Fig. 8.

Mathematical model (1–6) was used for determination of 
other dynamic parameters of a boxcar with the actual dimen
sions (Table 4).

The results obtained demonstrated that the dynamic pa
rameters were within the allowable values [19]. And the mo
tion of the car was estimated as excellent [20].

The comparison analysis of the characteristics obtained 
for a boxcar is presented in Fig. 9.

Thus, application of the Y25 bogie for a boxcar can de
crease (improve) the acceleration on the carrying structure by 
about 43 % in comparison to the 18–100 bogie (Fig. 9).

Conclusions.
1. The study deals with the mathematical modelling of 

dynamic loads on the carrying structure of a Ukrainian box
car with the nominal dimensions on the 18–100 and Y25 bo
gies. The calculation took into account the fact that the car 
passed over a joint irregularity with a speed of 80 km/h. It was 
found that application of the Y25 bogie for a boxcar with the 
nominal dimensions can decrease the acceleration on the 
carrying structure by about 39 % in comparison to the 18–
100 bogie.

2. The authors researched into the dynamic loading on the 
carrying structure of a boxcar with the actual dimensions with 

Fig. 6. The accelerations on the carrying structure of a boxcar 
with the nominal dimensions in the center of mass:
a – 18–100 bogie; b – Y25 bogie

a

b

Table 3
The dynamic characteristics of a boxcar with the nominal 

dimensions

Factor
Bogie type

18–100 Y25

Bogie acceleration, m/s2 2.99 1.84

Acceleration of a body in the areas of support 
on the bogie, m/s2

5.44 2.68

Force in the spring suspension of a bogie, kN 38.5 20.4

Dynamic coefficient of a bogie 0.51 0.28

Fig. 7. The comparative analysis of dynamic characteristics of a 
boxcar with the nominal dimensions

Fig. 8. The accelerations on the carrying structure of a boxcar 
with the actual dimensions in the center of mass:
a – 18–100 bogie; b – Y25 bogie

a

b

Table 4
The dynamic characteristics of a boxcar with the actual 

dimensions

Factor
Bogie type

18–100 Y25

Body acceleration, m/s2 3.5 2.0

Accelerations of a body in the areas of support 
on the bogie, m/s2

6.6 3.4

Force in the spring suspension of a bogie, kN 38.9 19.5

Dynamic coefficient of a bogie 0.6 0.3
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the 18–100 and Y25 bogies. Thus, this solution may decrease 
the acceleration on the carrying structure of a car by about 
39 % in comparison to the 18–100 bogie.

3. The research also deals with the comparative study on 
the modelled dynamic loads to a boxcar for different bogie 
types. It was found that the basic dynamic characteristics of a 
boxcar (accelerations of a bogie in the center of mass, accel
erations of a body in the areas of support on the bogies, forces 
in the spring suspension of a bogie, dynamic coefficients of 
bogies) with the nominal dimensions decreased by 38–51 % in 
comparison to those with the 18–100 bogie. The basic dynam
ic characteristics of a boxcar with the actual dimensions de
creased by 43–50 % in comparison to ones with standard 18–
100 bogies.

A decrease in the dynamic loads on the carrying structures 
of a freight car on the Y25 bogie can improve the dynamic 
characteristics of the structure under operational modes, in
crease the fatigue strength, operation resource, and decrease 
the repair and maintenance costs, improve the security of 
freight transportation and lashing devises, improve the freight 
delivery and traffic safety, and so on.
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Визначення вертикальної динаміки 
типової конструкції критого вагона 

вітчизняного парку при використанні 
європейських візків Y25

O. В. Фомін1, А. О. Ловська2

1 – Державний університет інфраструктури та техноло
гій, м. Київ, Україна email: fomin1985@ukr.net
2 – Український державний університет залізничного 
транспорту, м. Харків, Україна

Мета. Визначення основних показників динаміки 
типової конструкції критого вагона вітчизняного пар
ку на європейських візках типу Y25 шляхом матема
тичного моделювання динамічної навантаженості у 
вертикальній площині й порівняння їх з показниками 
динаміки, отриманими для візків 18–100. Це дозво

Fig. 9. The comparative analysis of the dynamic characteristics 
of a boxcar with the actual dimensions
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лить обґрунтувати доцільність упровадження даних 
візків, як більш перспективних і сприятиме підвищен
ню ефективності експлуатації залізничного транспор
ту та євроінтеграції вітчизняного транспортного комп
лексу.

Методика. Для обґрунтування використання візків 
типу Y25 під критим вагоном проведене математичне мо
делювання. Дослідження проведені у вертикальній пло
щині. Ураховано, що вагон рухається стиковою нерівніс
тю. В якості прототипу обрано критий вагон моделі 11–
217, як найбільш розповсюджений. При цьому розгляну
то рух вагона на візках типу 18–100 та Y25. Визначення 
основних показників динаміки здійснено для критого 
вагона з номінальними (креслярськими) розмірами не
сучих елементів, а також фактичними (після тривалої 
експлуатації), які визначені на підставі натурних дослі
джень. Розв’язок диференціальних рівнянь здійснено у 
програмному комплексі MathCad за методом РунгеКут
та. Початкові переміщення та швидкості покладені рів
ними нулю. При цьому отримані такі основні показники 
динаміки вагона: прискорення кузова в центрі мас, при
скорення кузова в зонах спирання на візки, сили в ресор
ному підвішуванні візків, коефіцієнти динаміки візків.

Результати. У ході проведених теоретичних дослі
джень встановлено, що основні показники динаміки 
критих вагонів з номінальними розмірами зменшуються 
на 38–51 % у порівнянні з використанням під ними ти

пових візків 18–100, а критих вагонів з фактичними роз
мірами – на 43–50 %.

Наукова новизна. Проведено обґрунтування доціль
ності використання візків типу Y25 під типовими кон
струкціями критих вагонів вітчизняного парку з номі
нальними й фактичними розмірами несучих елементів 
шляхом математичного моделювання їх динамічної на
вантаженості у вертикальній площині.

Практична значимість. За рахунок зменшення дина
мічних навантажень, що діють на несучі конструкції ван
тажних вагонів на візках Y25, стає можливим покращити 
динамічні показники їх конструкцій за експлуатаційних 
режимів, підвищити втомну міцність, ресурс експлуата
ції та, відповідно, зменшити витрати на їх ремонт і екс
плуатацію в цілому, покращити збереженість вантажів і 
надійності їх перевезень за рахунок зменшення наванта
жень, що діють на несучі конструкції вагонів, а, відповід
но, й засоби закріплення вантажів у них, підвищити 
швидкість доставки вантажів за рахунок покращення по
казників динаміки вагонів, покращити безпеку руху 
тощо.

Ключові слова: транспортна механіка, критий вагон, 
динамічна навантаженість, візок, моделювання наванта-
женості
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